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Part two to SasukeAndMomijiHaHa's story. I hope this does not give you nightmares dear children. Kat,
hope you like this!
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1 - Not the log!!!

 

Well the next day our emo and angsty friend Sasuke was once again walking in the woods. He was
feeling even more cranky than before, and decided to take it out on his legs. He brought out a crayon
and attacked his legs.

*stab*

"(censored), too blunt." He brought out a compass and a pair of scissors

*stab*

"Heh heh... wheeeeeee!" *stab, stab*

Suddenly our not so emo but equally angsty friend ITACHI came out of the surrounding bush. "Sasuke
will you join the dark side?"

"No. *censored* off, you *censored censored censored*."

"But we have..." Itachi brought a sharp thingy out of his cape (it shrunk in the wash) "...sharp thingies!"

"Oh MY!!!" Sasuke leapt onto Itachi and snatched the sharp thingy. Itachi fell to the floor and turned into
a log. The sharp thingy turned into a twig. Or rather, THE Twig, who bit Sasuke and ran off back to the
Deepwoods.

Then Momiji bounded out of the bush. "HELLO SAS--" Sasuke stabbed him and hid the body under a
log.

Then Kat and Sasu (or SasukeAndMomijiHaHa and CoStanleyQueen5) ambushed Sasuke and stole his
crayons. "NOOO!!! NOT THE CRAYONS!!!" Sasuke fell to the ground, cursing and swearing, then
stabbed at his legs again. Finding that he was in fact holding a crayon, he ate it and grabbed the
compass.

Later, he went home to his log-infested house, and slept on the roof. Kat and Sasu found him and
dragged him away to McDonalds.

Elsewhere, Gaara was drowning Neji in sand, because Neji had stolen his kohl.

Sakura threw Lee off a cliff.

And Twig got eaten by Wig-wigs.



Teh End.
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